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The Convergence of Management Accounting and Risk
Management: Strengthening Risk Governance as a Vehicle
toward more Board-Level Visibility
Martin R. W. Hiebl*
Limited visibility of management accounting and risk
management on corporate boards
Management accounting and risk management are well-established corporate
functions in many contemporary organizations. While we usually observe separate
departments and experts for management accounting and risk management tasks
in large organizations, one department – if institutionalized at all – often takes care
of all these tasks in smaller organizations (Falkner/Hiebl 2015; Ittner/Oyon 2020).
However, independent of organizational size, the risk management and management accounting functions in many organizations are increasingly converging
(Bracci et al., 2021; Hiebl 2022). Nevertheless, despite having reached the status
of taken-for-granted functions, at least in for-profit organizations, management
accounting and risk management share some long-standing challenges (Hiebl
2022; Ittner/Oyon 2020; Sheedy 2021).
For instance, practitioner frameworks such as the CGMA (2017) Global Management Accounting Principles and COSO’s (2017) Enterprise Risk Management
Integrated Framework have gained much attention and are heavily geared toward
raising the board-level visibility of both management accounting and risk management. At the same time, empirical research into enterprise risk management and
management accounting has often concluded that the actual board-level visibility
of these functions is limited and that it shows considerable variance between organizations (Johanson 2008; Viscelli et al. 2017).
Here, risk governance comes into play. As defined by Sheedy (2021, 21), risk
governance can be viewed as a “system of rules and relationships in an organization that support decisions and oversight relating to risk”. Hence, as argued by
Stein and Wiedemann (2016), strong risk governance would be reflected in the
actors at the top of organizational hierarchies adopting a more holistic and strategic
approach to managing risk. At the same time, since risk governance systems are
used to “support decisions” (Sheedy 2021), there are strong connections to management accounting, a function that typically provides information to managers to

*
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aid their decision-making (Malmi/Brown 2008). Thus, in this contribution, I provide an outlook of how a strengthened risk governance might not only support a
more holistic and strategic approach to managing risk, but also help management
accounting functions gain more board-level impact, especially regarding boardlevel decisions.

How a strengthened risk governance might increase the boardlevel visibility of and synergies between management accounting
and risk-management
While definitions of organizational risk governance vary somewhat, they have in
common that strong risk governance would be reflected in senior managers and
directors including risks and opportunities in their decision-making and obtaining
a holistic view of the overall risks an organization faces and is willing to take
(Lundqvist 2015; Sheedy 2021; Stein/Wiedemann 2016). Lundqvist (2015) views
strong risk governance as the single most important differentiator between traditional risk management and more modern approaches such as enterprise risk management – a concept that has been gaining popularity not only in North America
but also in several European countries including Germany (Grammenidis/Hiebl
2021; Maffei/Spanó 2021).
The sophistication of risk management and risk governance in European firms,
however, still varies considerably (Lundqvist 2015). Although many organizations
publicly declare strong considerations of risk, studies such as Lundqvist (2015)
often find that the board-level visibility of risk management could be much
stronger; for instance, it could be reflected in providing regular risk reports to the
board or establishing separate risk committees at the board level. That said, qualitative field and case studies (Arena et al. 2017; Giovannoni et al. 2016) highlight
that risk managers and chief risk officers that are skilled communicators may have
stronger access to board members, meaning that risk topics have more visibility at
the board level.
Another lever for more board-level visibility is the strong integration of risk
metrics into general management accounting and control practices (Ittner/Oyon
2020; Tekathen/Dechow 2013). Top managers are usually well acquainted with
using these practices for steering their corporations. Thus, if these control practices
entail more risk-related metrics, top managers are confronted more directly with
risk metrics, which in turn seems to foster their consideration of risk and risk management systems in their decision-making. Put differently, at least for management
boards and top managers, one key factor to stronger risk governance is a stronger
consideration of risk in overall management accounting and control systems such
as monthly board reports resting on key performance indicators (Braumann et al.
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2020). In line with this notion and fueled by regulatory change (Bledow et al.
2019; Grammenidis/Hiebl 2021), the ongoing convergence and stronger integration of risk management and management accounting functions seems likely to
result in a closer consideration of risk topics at the management board level. However, when looking beyond the management board and one-tier board systems
such as those usually found in North America, an additional obstacle to strong risk
governance can be found in the two-tier board systems found in most European
countries (Bledow et al. 2019). Truly strong risk governance is unlikely to end at
the management board level and can be expected to include the supervisory board
level, too.
Although there is only scant empirical evidence available yet, studies of “board
accounts” indicate that the information supplied to supervisory boards may have
changed little in the past few decades and may remain rather rudimentary (Johanson 2008). Therefore, we cannot yet expect including risk metrics in supervisory
board accounts to have the same effect as the inclusion of information provided to
top managers and management boards more generally. Hence, to strengthen corporate oversight overall, more management accounting and control information
must move beyond the management level to the supervisory board level. This may
include risk metrics, too, which would in turn increase the board-level visibility of
risk considerations and thus strengthen risk governance.
At the same time and reconsidering the increasing regulatory pressure to more
closely involve risk considerations in management and board accounts across Europe (Grammenidis/Hiebl 2021; Maffei/Spanó 2021), including risk-related reporting in established management and board accounts may support the latter, and
thus the management accounting function more generally, in receiving more
board-level visibility. Anecdotal evidence and risk disclosure suggest that this situation might have already been realized in many of the largest European (and
North American) corporations. However, we can expect that there remains more
room for improvement for smaller private firms that usually adopt more informal
or less sophisticated risk management and management accounting systems (Falkner/Hiebl 2015; Lavia López/Hiebl 2015).

Development impetus for risk governance
The considerations reported in the previous section clarify the direction in which
my impetus for further developing and strengthening risk governance is heading.
One of the most promising ways, if not the single most promising way, to
strengthen risk governance is more board-level visibility of risk metrics and more
use of risk considerations in board-level decision-making (figure 1). For two-tier
board systems, this must span not only management, but also the supervisory
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board. Research on risk management shows that a stronger integration of risk metrics and risk management in management accounting and control systems can increase the board’s and the overall organization’s awareness of risks (Braumann et
al. 2020). Hence, the time is ripe for management accountants and risk managers
to join forces to raise the voice of both management accounting and risk management functions at the board level as opposed to fighting their political battles for
board-level access (Giovannoni et al. 2016). The huge risks faced by many contemporary organizations, such as combating climate-related risks (Fraser et al.
2021) and the risks arising from the digital transformation of many industries
(Krupowicz/Young 2021), make such a joining of forces necessary not only to
formally strengthen their risk governance, but also to secure their organizations’
viability more generally.

Supervisory Board
(Non-Executive
Directors)
Management Board
(Executive Directors)

Stronger
integration of risk
metrics and risk
considerations

Risk management
function

Board accounts
(less established
in most firms)

Management
accounts
(established in
most firms)

Increased
convergence
and cooperation

Management
accounting function

Key:
Corporate functions
and boards

Typical accounts provided by
management accounting function

Levers to strengthen
risk governance

Figure 1: Increased convergence and cooperation between management accounting and risk management as levers to strengthen risk governance

As a limitation for this impetus for the further development of risk governance, I
acknowledge that my conclusions thus far rest on the triangulation of several available research findings. That is, to the best of my knowledge, no large-scale empirical proof of the relation between a convergence of management accounting and
262

control practices and risk management systems and increased considerations of
risk at the board level (both in one-tier and in two-tier systems) has yet been provided. Thus, my impetus is geared not only toward practitioners, but also toward
fellow academics to empirically investigate the expectations I developed in this
contribution, and which are summarized in figure 1.
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